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French academic Cov2 drug discovery research these last few months, mainly this:
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Uncoordinated and fragmented academic drug discovery research with limited integration of silico-vitro-vivo
Focus on vaccines but what was (what is) the plan B?
Working in silos, no debates, no discussions but maybe in some Think Tanks, scary?
Grant jungles
Millions of euros spent but what is the output?
Chances to succeed in my opinion : WEAK and missed opportunities

Maybe something like this instead?
Ø Coordinated academic drug discovery research with integrated approaches and skills
Ø Discussions, define a strategy and a roadmap, collective intelligence
Ø Perform the tasks in a rational manner and collect the results, one unique entry point open to the
community so as to use AI (machine learning, data mining, machine readable data…)
Ø Same amount of money spent but most likely much better results
Ø Chances to succeed : HIGH ( + many high impact papers as seen in the USA…)
Lessons for the future ?
3

Élaboration d’un médicament (ex: diagramme très simplifié pour petites molécules, peptides, protéines thérapeutiques. Il y a bien
évidemment des différences en fonction du type de médicament)

Petites
molécules

Dans cet article de Bayer Healthcare:
Hillisch et al., ChemMedChem 2015

50% des 20 nouvelles entités chimiques récemment testées en phase I
à résultent essentiellement d’approches in silico comme:
ü La bioinformatique
ü La bioinformatique structurale
ü La chemoinformatique
ü IA…
ü Data sciences...
4
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Contents
A – Introduction
B – Structural biology and structural bioinformatics
Some databases and molecular visualization
Key molecular modeling methods
Protein structure predictions
i) Comparative modeling
ii) Fold recognition / threading
iii) ab initio / de novo structure prediction
Related tools and approaches: missense variants, binding pockets, docking, flexibility, EI
C – Chemoinformatics in the field of drug design
Small molecule drug discovery: the idea of combining in silico and experimental approaches
Representing chemical structures on a computer
Some key chemical databases, virtual molecules and the concept of chemical space with ~1060 compounds
Virtual screening: the main approaches
i) Ligand-based
ii) Structure-based
iii) Screening in 2D or 3D (billions) of virtual compounds
Drug design: compound collections, hit2lead, ADME-Tox...profiling...drug repurposing/repositioning
NB: many tools seen in sections B and C are implemented online, see for instance vls3d.com
D – Chemoinformatic analysis of some psychotropic and antihistaminic drugs
Chemoinformatics analysis without and then with experimental anti-SARS-CoV-2 activity data
Attempts to gain knowledge that could assist the development of treatments
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A - Introduction
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Short overview – Definitions
There are many definitions for Bioinformatics and Chemoinformatics, for instance:
Ø Bioinformatics: use computers to analyze biological data (very often sequences)
if the 3D structure of molecules are considered à Structural Bioinformatics
Or Intersection of (structural) biology, computer science and math/statistics
Ø Chemoinformatics something like: Intersection of chemical data, computer science and math/statistics
Ø Differences with Data Science ? Data Science à Intersection between domain knowledge, computer science and
math/statistics
What are we doing in structural bioinformatics / chemoinformatics / AI research in the field of drug design?

o Data analysis (data mining, data curation, data visualization, databases, attempt to gain knowledge --> actionable knowledge)…
and/or
o Software development (standalone, web services...), hardware/software optimization…
and/or
o Modeling, simulation, writing equations to represent the systems…

The main goals :

ü Understand biological systems and diseases, in some cases at the atomic level
ü Propose the “right” drug candidates, generate new ideas…
ü Assist pre-clinical testing and in the coming years clinical trials like phase 1 ?

7

What do we mean by “big” data in the field of Health Sciences ?
Diverse medium to high throughput technologies have been used in the field of Health Sciences these last 5 to 30 years:
• Human genome about 20500 genes à YET only about 700 therapeutic targets, the expected was around 3000-10000 !!
Sequencing data has helped to catalog and annotate biology à translation to drug, not yet
• ~200 million unique protein sequences in UniProt, many proteins still not known
• ~20 million small molecule bioactivity data freely available but the chemical space ~infinite
• Billions of virtual compounds in open databases (chemicals, peptides, macrocycles…)
• ~12,000 approved or investigational drugs in open databases
• The 3D structures of over 35 million accurate protein 3D models are available
• About 190,000 experimental 3D structures of macromolecules and ~1 million small molecules
• About 400,000 accurate predicted protein-protein complexes can be found
• Next-generation sequencing methods start to provide invaluable information about millions of genetic variants
• Not data per se: thousands of software packages and databases are available
8
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B - Structural biology and
Structural bioinformatics

9

Point mutation found in patients
Rational design of mutation
Antibody binding…
Why 3D Structures?

The human proteome: maybe around 106 proteins from about 20 000 genes

Catalytic site

Exosites

ü 3D Structure is better preserved than sequence
ü The function is in part linked to the 3D structure, Structural motifs may predict similar biological function à 3D structure
helps understand the function of a novel protein
ü 3D needed to understand better
ü molecular mechanisms
ü inter-molecular interactions
ü the potential impact of a point mutation on the structure and function of a protein
ü rational drug design (small molecules and peptides)
ü to assist the design of therapeutic proteins (e.g., mAbs), and to design novel proteins with novel functions…
10
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Key experimental approaches

Does not work for all proteins, time and cost, in some cases, errors due to experimental conditions

X-ray

NMR (ensemble, information about dynamics)

Cryo-EM (very big system, overall shape, resolution might be low)
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3D structures are conserved - Number of 3D folds seems to be limited
New fold versus time: No new fold since 2009 (blue)
At present about 1400 folds
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We here focus on proteins, but what about DNA...sugar molecules... Possible to find specialized databases online

tRNA

DNA with a drug

13

Key databases for structural bioinformatics: the PDB and PDBe (PDB europe), also PDB japan…

14
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Experimental structures should be considered with caution, errors can be present…
Often the experimental conditions are very far away from real life (eg, crystallized at pH=5….). Some indicators

15

Structural bioinformatics, major observation: 3D structures are three to ten times more conserved than sequences
It means that for some proteins, even at 20% aa sequence identity or less, the overall 3D structures are very similar
Examples: GPCRs (G-protein Coupled Receptors ), ion channels (pores for Na+, K+, Ca2+ or Cl−...)... and many other
membrane receptors... but also soluble proteins... sequence identity in the family around 20%

eg: GPCR – opsin (PDB file 4J4Q)
Seven-(pass)-transmembrane domain receptors
7 helices in the membrane
There are different families...

16
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Some computer methods/algorithms used in structural bioinformatics
Molecular modeling/structural bioinformatics (many tools/concepts)

Mutations (DDG)
Simulations

Eg. Flexibility

Druggability
Off target, Annotation…

Macromolecular docking

Folding

Method/goal

Input

Output

Homology
modeling

aa seq +
templates

predicted 3D
structure

Molecular
modeling

point
mutation

DDG

Molecular
modeling:
simulation

3D structure

flexibility,
binding,
allostery…

Molecular
modeling:
EI

3D structure

electrostatic
properties

Molecular
modeling:
folding

aa sequence

predicted 3D
structure
(e.g.,
therapeutic
peptides,
small
proteins)

Proteinprotein
docking

two 3D
structures (or
more)

predicted 3D
structure of
the complex,
eg: proteinmAb

Ligand
binding
pockets

in general 3D
structure

regions
where small
molecules
could bind –
drug design

Small
molecule
docking

Target in 3D
and ligands

position,
17binding
energy...

Structural bioinformatics : one goal (among others, we here focus on proteins) : aa sequence à 3D structure
This is highly complex but eventually possible as:
limited number of folds, a limited number of aa with specific properties
Question:
given a protein sequence, can I predict the 3D structure?

What are the main approaches to try to answer this question ?
It depends the data available at the beginning of a project
Ø i) Comparative or homology modeling (usually accurate when the seq identity above 30-40%)
Ø ii) Threading (seq identity around 20%) (enfilage in french)
Ø iii) Ab initio / de novo (below 20%, possible but accuracy? And still for small proteins, ~40aa)
Warning some proteins stay natively unfolded
Some disordered regions form stable structures only upon binding...

18
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i) Homology or comparative modeling

(aa sequence)

a) Cavasotto et al., DDT July 2009, Homology modeling in drug discovery
b) Muhammed MT, Aki-Yalcin E. Homology modeling in drug discovery: Overview, current applications, and future perspectives. Chem Biol Drug Des. 2019
19

i) Homology or comparative modeling online
Well known tools/databases of models:
SWISS-MODEL

Modbase (tool Modeller)

20
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ii) Threading, fold recognition: no clear sequence identity with a template BUT a similar fold is probably known
Make a structure prediction through finding an optimal placement (threading) of a protein sequence onto each
known structure (structural templates)
– “placement” quality is measured by some statistics-based energy function
The function can be E = Ep + Es + Em + Eg + Ess
Ep = how preferable to put two particular residues nearby, Es = how well a residue fits a structural environment
Eg = alignment gap, Em = sequence similarity between the query and the template proteins
Then minimize E to find possible sequence-structure alignments
– best overall “placement” among all templates provides users several possible 3D models
aa sequence of my new protein compare with:

Database of 3D structures

21

iii) ab initio or de novo
Levinthal’s paradox, it would take longer than the
age of the known universe to randomly enumerate
all possible configurations of a typical protein before
reaching the true 3D structure–yet proteins
themselves fold spontaneously (most of them),
within milliseconds

Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Split the protein in small fragments
Check in a database of fragments
Combine the fragments
Score the built structures, compare
energies and selected the likely ones
General workflow of
Rosetta for
protein structure
prediction

NB: there are many other approaches
Eg, coarse-grained simulations etc…

The fully automatic
server to carry out
such computations is
called ROBETTA

General overview on structure prediction of twilight-zone proteins
Theoretical Biology and Medical Modelling 12(1):15 · September 2015

or models

22
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iii) ab initio or de novo
Google project Deepmind
AlphaFold1: Using AI for scientific discovery (2020)

deep neural networks were trained to predict properties of the
protein from its genetic sequence. The properties the networks
predict are:

AlphaFold1

(a) the distances between pairs of amino acids
(b) the angles between chemical bonds that connect those
amino acids
(c) scoring and checks of known 3d structures
code:

https://github.com/deepmind/deepmind-research/tree/master/alphafold_casp13
Fig from Google
DeepMind blog

Now AlphaFold2 has been developed (publication maybe in 2021),
the algorithm has not been fully explained, it has several differences as compared
to the version 1 and seems much more accurate…

a) point mutations in patient

23

b) binding pocket predictions

Silico notes in: Standards and guidelines for the interpretation of sequence variants:
recommendation of the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics and
the Association for Molecular Pathology….(2015)

Brown and Bishop; GLOBAL HEART, VOL. 12, NO. 2, 2017

Impacts on:
§ stability
§ dynamics
§ folding
§ binding...
a) Gyulkhandanyan A, Rezaie AR, Roumenina L, Lagarde N, Fremeaux-Bacchi V, Miteva MA, Villoutreix BO.
Analysis of protein missense alterations by combining sequence- and structure-based methods.Mol Genet
Genomic Med. 2020
b) Kucukkal et al., Curr Opinion in Structural Biology, 2015, 32:18-24

(machine learning can also be used)
a) Perot, Sperandio, Miteva, Camproux, Villoutreix.Drug Discovery Today 2010
b) Trosset, Cave. Methods Mol Biol 2019

24
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b) binding pocket: problem with flexibility (also applies outside the binding pocket, this is just an example)
Flexibility / Plasticity

Many simulation
engines are
available for a loop
or a pocket or the
entire protein
inserted in a lipid
membrane…

25

c) macromolecular docking

d) small molecule docking
small molecule

Protein 1

Forces Governing Biomolecular
Recognition depend on
the molecules and the solvent:
• Van der Waals
Protein 2
• Electrostatics
• Hydrophobic contacts
• Hydrogen bonds
• Salt bridges .. etc.
Most interactions act at short ranges (e.g., not really for electrostatics)
AND there is in general a need of tight surface complementarity

Receptor

26
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3D data visualization for 3D molecular objects
Some free standalone tools: UCSF Chimera, PyMol...

PyMol
But also online, eg, PDBsum
Pictorial database of 3D
structures in the PDB

27

3D data visualization for molecular objects but plotted in 2D
Ligplot (standalone)

Wallace, Laskowski (UK)

PoseView Server (online)

a) Stierand, Rarey (2007)…(Germany)
b) ProteinsPlus, interactive analysis
Schoning-Stierand et al., NAR 2020
28
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3D data visualization for molecular objects but plotted in 2D

Other way to
represent a
molecular structure:

circular display

Residue interaction
networks where
nodes are residues
and arcs physicochemical interactions
Piovesan et al.
NAR 2016

nœuds = aa
arête = interaction
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Example: structural bioinformatics and CoV-2
In Silico Investigation of the New UK (B.1.1.7) and South African (501Y.V2) SARSCoV-2 Variants with a Focus at the ACE2-Spike RBD Interface
Villoutreix et al., Int J Mol Sci 2021 Feb 8;22(4):1695.

30
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Structural analysis and
simulation Spike alone
Input reference structure

Spike RBD
G502 missing
S442-KVG-G447 missing

Spike RBD
alone

N501Y (UK)
N501

ACE2

K417
E484
K417N, E484K, N501Y
(South African)

E471-IYQAGSTPCNGVEGFNC-Y489 missing

31

Simulation of the ACE2-Spike complex

K417

E484
N501

ACE2

Spike RBD

32
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Prediction of hot spots
Computed interaction energy per residue

Spike RBD

South Africa
K417N
E484K
N501Y
UK
N501Y

K444

Y453

R403
R408

Y505

E329
Q506
Q498
N501
Y41 D355

K353
K417 H34 D38
F456
D30 E35
E484
Y489 K31

ACE2

L45

T27

A475
F486

L79
Y83
M82

33

Compute electrostatics

Spike RBD
ACE2

D355
K353

K417

D38

E484
D30

K31

34
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Some results and questions
ü The N501Y replacement (present in both the UK and South African strains) should be favorable for the interaction with
ACE2, while the K417N and E484K substitutions (South African strain) would seem neutral or even unfavorable – energy
computations
ü The UK strain should have higher affinity toward ACE2 and therefore possible increased transmissibility (and possibly
pathogenicity), new types of non-covalent interactions at the interface, cation-pi, pi-stacking…
ü If indeed the South African strain has a high transmission level, this could be due to the N501Y replacement and/or to
substitutions in regions located outside the direct Spike-ACE2 interface but not so much to the K417N and E484K
replacements
ü Yet, it should be noted that amino acid changes at Spike position 484 can lead to viral escape from neutralizing antibodies
ü These amino acid substitutions do not seem to induce major structural changes in this region of the Spike protein nor
they seem to destabilize the protein (ΔΔG)
ü This structure-function study helps to rationalize some observations made for the UK strain but raises questions for the
South African strain
ü 70% of the work was carried out using online tools
35

C – Chemoinformatics &
drug design

36
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Defining cheminformatics
The term “cheminformatics” started to be used in the early 1990’s

One definition:
“The application of informatics techniques to solve chemistry problems” (Johann Gasteiger, Chemoinformatics: A
Textbook, 2003)
Another definition:
La chémoinformatique a été clairement définie lors de la manifestation scientifique Workshop Chemoinformatics in
Europe: Research and Teaching (29 mai - 1er juin 2006 à Obernai, France) :
« Chemoinformatics is a scientific discipline that has evolved in the last 40 years at the interface between chemistry and
computer science. It has been realized that in many areas of chemistry, the huge amount of data and information produced
by chemical research can only be processed and analyzed by computer methods. Furthermore, many of the problems faced
in chemistry are so complex that novel approaches utilizing solutions that are based on informatics methods are needed.
Thus, methods were developed for building databases on chemical compounds and reactions, for the prediction of physical,
chemical and biological properties of compounds and materials, for drug design, for structure elucidation, for the
prediction of chemical reactions and for the design of organic syntheses»
SFCI in 2006: Varnek, Villoutreix, Morin-Allory
37

Chemoinformatics
Ø Annotated databases
Ø Predict properties…
We focus here on Drug Design (i.e., chemoinformatics is used outside the field of drug discovery)
What could we learn/do with a computer and chemical data ?
Ø is this compound toxic ?
Ø pharmacological properties ? bind target(s), profiling ? act on diseases ? in a pathway?...
Ø how to improve this molecule (hit-2-lead, multiparameter optimizations) ?
Ø use data mining/machine learning to develop statistical models and predict the activity
for other compounds based upon curated and annotated datasets…

Ø Step 1: target(s) ?
Ø Step 2: find hits
Ø Step 3: hit optimization…

38
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Ø Step 1: chemoinformatics and (structural) bioinformatics can help prioritize targets
eg: in 3D, predict druggable binding pockets on various targets…+ many others
Ø Step 2: Find hit compounds (touches): HTS = experimental and/or
virtual screening followed by experimental studies on a short list of molecules
(virtual screening: first coined in 1997, Dragos Horvath, J Med Chem, 40:2412-23)

HTS
§ Cost can be very high (millions)
§ Many months to analyze the results
§ Very valuable for some targets:
Eg: if no 3D structure or no known ligand
Yet in silico tools can be used to prepare the
compound collection (intelligent collection)
Fr-PPIChem: An Academic Compound Library
Dedicated to PPIsACS Chem Biol. 2020 May 5.

39

Ø Step 2: find hit

Representing chemical structures on a computer

Representing 2D chemical structures
The chemical space is almost infinite
Many substructures (different compared to 20 aa)
Ø SMILES line notation
C Methane
CC Ethane
CCC Propane

Rivaroxaban (anticoagulant)
(XARELTO)
SMILES: C1COCC(=O)N1C2=CC=C(C=C2)N3CC(OC3=O)CNC(=O)C4=CC=C(S4)Cl

Ø InChI line notation and InChiKey…
InChI=1S/CH4/h1H4
Methane

Graph theory and internal representation
Graph Theory is a branch of mathematics that is used to model
graphs. A graph is made up of objects (called nodes) with links
between them (called edges).
If we consider atoms as nodes and bonds as edges, a chemical
structure becomes a mathematical graph
40
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Ø Step 2: find hit

Representing chemical structures on a computer

other 2D file formats
SDF
MOL2
MOL...

http://pasilla.health.unm.edu/jsme.html

x, y coordinates
no z

Ø Step 2: find hit

41

Representing chemical structures on a computer

Representing 3D conformers
Can be the PDB format but in general SDF, MOL and Mol2 formats as they contain much more information (bond types...)

2D

3D

42
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Ø Step 2: find hit

Where are the
small molecules ?

molecule cloud (Dr. P. Ertl, Novartis)

43

Ø Step 2: find hit

Chemical databases: about 100 free databases, some small, some very large...

Collecte de données et de connaissances sur les petites molécules: bases de données primaires, secondaires et composites
vendeurs de chimie, covalent binders…approved drugs, natural products...
Données biophysiques et 3D
-PDB (protein databank 3D)
-PDBbind (pocket-ligands in 3D)
-Binding MOAD (pocket-ligands in 3D)
-sc-PDB (pocket-ligands in 3D)
-CREDO (pocket-ligands in 3D)…
-WebCSD: Cambridge Structural Database
-COD: Crystallography Open Database
-Binding DB (measured binding affinities)
-2P2IDB (dedicated to the structure of iPPIs)
-TIMBAL (iPPI db)
-iPPI-DB (iPPI db)…
Pour le HTS & criblage virtuel
-GDB-17 ( ~166B virtual compounds)
-GDBMedChem (~10M med chem aware)
-CH/PMUNK (synthesizable virtual cmpds)
-FDB-17 (fragment database)
-ZINC (~80M commercial compounds)
-V1M (~1M virtual macrocycles)
-Peptides in SMILES (~200k)

Médicaments et composés annotés expérimentalement
-PubChem; ChEMBL; SureChEMBL, Tox21, OCHEM
-KEGG Drug, SuperDrug, CRIBdb NME
-e-Drug3d, NPC (pharmaceutical collection...)
-DrugCentral, DrugBank
-Probes & Drugs portal database
-RepurposeDB; EK-DRD...(Drug Repositioning)
-DrugAge (ageing related drugs), HybridMolDB...
-Wikipedia Chemical Structure Explorer (often drugs or in clinical trials)
-DGIdb (drug gene interaction database)
-THPdb (approved / investigational therapeutic peptides)
-NALDB (nucleic acid ligand database)
-FoodDB (food constituents); FlavorDB; AdditiveChem
-cBinderDB (covalent binding ligands) … TTD & Supertarget...
Produits naturels
-NPASS (natural products)
-Nubbe (Brazil) -HIT (herbal ingredients)
-NPACT (plant – cancer)
-SANCDB (Africa) -MedPServer (India)
-KampoDB (natural medicine) -Super Natural I -VIETHERB (Vietnam)
-YaTCM (Chinese medicine)
-iSMART (Chinese medicine)
-TCM Database@Taiwan
-BIOFACQUIM (Mexico) -COCONUT...

44
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Ø Step 2: find hit

Chemical databases: e.g., in 2021

warning about big numbers, many missing data in open databases,
many relevant data for drug discovery are in drug companies

45

Ø Step 2: find hit

Chemical databases: e.g., in 2021

and ZINC20
Small molecules
experimental structures
(commercial)

Molecules to buy
(also 1.3 billion virtual compouds)

46
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Ø Step 2: find hit

i)

Virtual screening: try to find hits faster, reduce the cost, generate new hypotheses...

Cible thérapeutique

Ligand-based
(LBVS)

Criblage Virtuel

ii) Structure/receptor based
(SBVS)

Chimiothèque électronique

Molécule(s) active(s)
sur la cible

LBVS

SBVS

Structure 3D de la
cible

Optimisation des touches

47

i) Main LBVS approaches: to find new hits, to
improve compounds...

48
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Ø Step 2: find hit

i) Main LBVS approaches: to find new hits, to improve compounds...
eg: 100 millions de molécules

Molécules actives au départ
+ des approches LBVS
+ une chimiothèque

1

0

1

1

Ø Step 2: find hit

eg. 500 molécules à
Validations expérimentales
environ 10 touches en moyenne

0

Clés structurales
(Fingerprints)

Touches

Pharmacophores
& Shapes (formes)

QSAR
Y=f(X)
x is the independent variable (e.g., molecular descriptors)
49
y is the target or dependent variable or response variable (the activity to predict)

i) Main LBVS approaches: to find new hits, to improve compounds...

q An important concept: “similarity principle: similar compounds tend to have similar biological
activities” (or similar targets)
q Not always true, the similarity principle is subject to frequent disruptions called “activity cliffs”

50
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ii) Structure-based virtual screening (SBVS):
in general slow as compared to LBVS, but no need of active cmpds as input
Also to find new hits, to improve compounds…

51

Ø Step 2: find hit

ii) Structure-based virtual screening

Target in 3D
Xray, NMR or homology models

Arrimage et prédiction
d’affinité

Pocket known or predicted
Full surface docking possible but slow
Problems with scoring

Touches

Chimiothèque
eg: 5 millions de molécules
ou des “fragments”...

eg: 500 molécules à Validations expérimentales
52
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Ø Step 2: find hit

ii) Example: in silico screening (docking) versus HTS on one protein

R. S. Ferreira et al, J Med Chem, 2010, 4891–4905

Chagas’ disease, the leading cause of death due to heart disease in Latin American countries, is
transmitted by Trypanosoma cruzi. Cruzain is the major cysteine protease of T. cruzi

53

Ø Step 2: find hit

ii) Docking-Scoring: ultra-large collections

Giga Docking - Structure Based Virtual Screening of Over 1 Billion Molecules Posted by OpenEye Scientific, USA, on 8/29/19
Orion, OpenEye’s cloud-based platform, provides massive computational power to do computational drug discovery.
à the power of the cloud to search enormous libraries of molecules for lead discovery. Docking all 1.43
Billion molecules of the REAL Enamine dataset into two different targets, Purine Nucleoside Phosphorylase and Heat Shock
Protein 90

Also here, at UCSF
Ultra-large library docking for discovering new chemotypes.
Lyu et al, Nature 2019, 566:224-229

Warning with these intoxicating big numbers
May or may not help… it depends

54
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Ø Step 1: target ?
Ø Step 2: find hit
Ø Step 3: hit optimization…

Improve properties: affinity, ADME-Tox…

55

Drug design: some concepts related to ADME-Tox… this is a very large field

Médicament

Métabolites

56
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Drug design: ADME-Tox
Often hit to lead à increase MW and logP à increase unwanted off-target interactions à possible toxicity
There are some related concepts for therapeutir peptides or proteins, but the approaches are very different
Hit/Lead + Lead optimization
Drug
Sorafenib (Bayer)

Affinity/Selectivity

PK/PD - Tox
(what the body does to a drug/what a drug does to the body)

57

Drug design: different types of ADME-Tox predictions

Computed log P, a key parameter …but others MW, solubility....
Properties are often interrelated, “opposite forces”

+7

-3

hydrophilic

2

Most drugs

certain types of cancer

5

hydrophobic

gastroesophageal reflux disease

58
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Awareness about ADMET has increased over the years: Some observations from the 90’s
Ideas from Lipinski et al. : filtering based upon physchem properties
Lipinski's Rule of Five (1997) (Pfizer)
Dr. Lipinski saw good absorption in a set of about 2000 drugs or phase I molecules when a molecule has no more than one violation in the
following properties (indeed in the original work, it was no more than 2 violations):
* Not more than 5 hydrogen bond donors (nitrogen-H + oxygen-H bonds)
* Not more than 10 hydrogen bond acceptors (all nitrogen + oxygen atoms)
* A molecular weight less than 500 daltons
* An octanol-water partition coefficient log P of less than 5
Note that all numbers are multiples of five, which is the origin of the rule's name. RO5 does not usually work for natural compounds…and
some drugs do not follow these rules, cancer, infectiology….This should be considered has a guide, not a dogma

Advanced drug delivery reviews, 46:3-26 (2001)
59

Drug design: different types of ADME-Tox predictions
Filtering based upon the presence of toxicophores, warning some of these groups can be valuable

Derivation and validation of toxicophores for mutagenicity prediction
J Med Chem. 2005 Jan 13;48(1):312-20.

8 known potential toxicophores

Toxicological endpoint: AMES mutagenicity

60
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Drug design: different types of ADME-Tox predictions
The druggability and developability space is rapidly evolving in the post-genomic era. In the past, Lipinski's rule-of-five
(Ro5) emerged and served as a guide for drug-like molecule design for oral delivery in the traditional druggable target
space
Today, a transition is occurring in drug discovery towards novel approaches to bind and modulate challenging
biological targets that have led to transformative treatments for patients. Consequently, drugging novel targets using
a variety of emerging molecular modalities, namely beyond the Ro5 (bRo5) small molecules (such as protein-protein
interaction modulators, protein-targeted chimeras, or PROTACs), peptide/peptidomimetics, and nucleic acid-based
modalities, have become a key focus in drug discovery
American Association of Pharmaceutical Scientists J 2020 Jan 3;22(2):21

Yet several concepts seen before still apply
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Drug design: ADME-Tox – how to do it, some examples online
1er niveau: le filtrage informatique ADME-Tox des chimiothèques

FAF-Drugs
§
§

§

En 2006:
Optimisé en:

Descriptors & QED values
CSV File

Miteva et al., NAR 2006

FAF-QED

Lagorce et al., BMC bioinformatics 2008
Lagorce et al., Bioinformatics 2011
Lagorce et al., NAR 2015
Lagorce et al., Bioinformatics 2017

Descriptors &
Alerts detections

2
1

~30,000 visiteurs/an worldwide

BankFormater

multi or
unique
smiles

XLOGP3: Cheng et al., J Chem Inf Modeling 2007
Lilly rules: Bruns & Watson, J Med Chem 2012
Lilly-M edchem -rules

Data Curation

multi or
unique
SDF

FAF-Drugs4

Inorganics – Salts – Mixtures
Standardization
Duplicates

(Hopkins’ group, 2012)

Physchem
ADME-tox

Descriptors & Structural Alerts
& PAINS Filtering
tuned by users

~500 PAINS (Baell – Holloway)
~140 structural alerts

http://fafdrugs4.mti.univ-paris-diderot.fr/

Quantitative
estimate of
drug-likeness
Descriptors & Alerts
CSV Files
Files after filtering
SDF Files

PAINS
Rejected
Interm ediate
Accepted

(France)
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Drug design: ADME-Tox
2eme niveau: les prédictions ADME-Tox spécifiques
Pharmacologie de sécurité: détecter les effets indésirables de nouvelles entités chimiques sur les
fonctions physiologiques
Ø Ex Organes vitaux:
Cerveau
Coeur
Poumons....

Objectifs:
ü Protéger les volontaires des essais cliniques de phase I
ü Protéger les patients participant aux essais cliniques de phases II et III
ü Minimiser les risques d'échec lors du développement du médicament et dans la phase post-marché
au moins ~40 cibles à tester
GlaxoSmithKline, Neusentis, Novartis, Pfizer, AstraZeneca, Pharmaxis à NDR-reviews – Dec 2012
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Drug design: ADME-Tox
2eme niveau: les prédictions ADME-Tox spécifiques
second-generation antihistamine
(H1-antagonist)

retiré du marché

SVM
31 cibles
données manquantes

Ø hERG (human Ether-à-go-go-Related Gene ou KCNH2), un canal
potassique qui fait sortir le potassium de la cellule
Ø Le blocage de ce canal peut aboutir à un arrêt cardiaque
Ø Certains antihistaminiques peuvent bloquer ce canal
http://ptp.service.pharmb.io/
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Drug design: ADME-Tox
Vitro
Performance of preclinical models in predicting drug-induced liver injury in humans: a systematic review
e.g., anti-diabetic drugs. Dirven et al., Scientific Reports 2021

Published animal and human trials failed to predict troglitazone’s potential to cause severe liver injury in a wider patient
population, while in vitro data showed marked differences between troglitazone (withdrawn from US market due to DILI)
and rosiglitazone (remains on US market)
Silico
In silico, several ongoing projects along this line with predictions for drug discovery…but also environ. tox...

The Case Study of Flocoumafen, an Anticoagulant Pesticide
Coronado-Posada et a., Environ Toxicol Chem. 2021 Mar 17
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Drug design: ADME-Tox
Like in the case of mutations and in silico predictions, there are guidelines to use in silico for Toxicity predictions
Application of Modern Toxicology Approaches for Predicting Acute Toxicity for Chemical Defense...
Nontesting approaches was coined during the development of the European Union Registration, Evaluation,
Authorization, and Restriction of Chemicals (REACH) regulation
OECD - (Q)SARs: Guidance documents and reports…
To facilitate the consideration of a (Q)SAR model for regulatory purposes, it should be
associated with the following information:
1) a defined endpoint
2) an unambiguous algorithm
3) a defined domain of applicability
4) appropriate measures of goodness-of–fit, robustness and predictivity
5) a mechanistic interpretation, if possible
the primary drawbacks of the majority of published QSAR studies are:
(i) most models do not have proof of passing the Y-randomization test
Y- randomization can be employed to ensure that there is no chance correlation between the selected descriptors (independent variables or
features) and the dependent variable (what we try to predict). E.g., Perform random permutation of the class labels (dependent variable) for classification,
supervised learning
(ii) no proof of applicability domain (AD)… but how to define AD? not so simple
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Other concepts: Drug repositioning or repurposing

Drug discovery

Repositionnement

Eg, sildenafil, thalidomide…

dans la lignée des tendances
low-tech? oui et non !!
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Other concepts: Drug repositioning / target profiling

Beaucoup d’approches…:

Avec ou sans apprentissage
automatique

a) Ligand-based

Médicaments
approuvés
~12,000
molécules
(base de données
ouverte)

Criblage virtuel
basé sur la
connaissance des
ligands

d) DTI network

(pas que pour le repositioning)

Amarrage

b) (Inverse) Docking

c) Gene signature

signature transcriptomique: « photographier » l’état d’expression du génome à un moment donné
Détermination des signatures transcriptomiques : sans maladie; avec maladie; en présence de la molécule inversant la réponse transcriptomique
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Example: Drug repositioning online using structure-based virtual screening

Amarrage (docking):

§

En 2015 et 2018:

Labbe et al., NAR 2015
Lagarde et al., Oncotarget 2018
MTiOpenScreen: Online
structure-based screening of
purchasable approved drugs
and natural compounds

(France)
http://drugmod.rpbs.univ-paris-diderot.fr/index.php
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250 molecules
Purchased ~20
12 actives in vitro
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Virtual screening web servers: designing chemical probes and drug candidates in the cyberspace
Brief Bioinform March 2020
by Natesh Singh, Ludovic Chaput, Bruno O Villoutreix

https://www.vls3d.com/

About 300-350
online tools
to design small
molecule
candidates in
2021

Directory of tools
Overview: Shortlist page
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Conclusions: focus sur les petites molécules mais de très nombreux outils aussi pour les “biologics”
q Les prédictions de “folding” ne sont pas encore satisfaisantes
q Le docking petites molécules/peptides est relativement efficace MAIS le scoring reste un problème, la gestion de la
fléxibilité / molécules d’eau est complexe
q Données manquantes / pertinentes, étiquetage uniforme des données pour le “machine learning”
q Difficile d'identifier les erreurs dans certaines prédictions
q Outils pas assez utilisés en France, pas implémentés dans le cas de crises sanitaires… mauvaise intégration silico-vitrovivo, manque de vision et si rien ne change à déclin...

q Possible de prédire la structure 3D de certaines macromolécules, identifier des poches qui peuvent fixer un
médicament potentiel, étudier l’impact de mutations ponctuelles...analyser les interactions cible-mAbs…
q Possible de concevoir des petites molécules / peptides avec le criblage virtuel + simulations. Certaines prédictions
ADME-Tox sont aussi envisageables
q Tester de nombreuses hypothèses dans des délais très brefs avant les études expérimentales (réduction des coûts) Nouvelles idées / Aide à la conception / Aide à la compréhension / Bien-être animal…
q Domaine qui évolue très rapidement avec de nouveaux algorithmes et des nouvelles bases de données toutes les
semaines! Un travail très important d’intégration reste nécessaire... mais il faut une vision nationale…et internationale
72
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D - Chemoinformatic analysis
of some psychotropic and
antihistaminic drugs
73

The race to find vaccines for COVID-19 has dominated the headlines, but
what about other types of molecules?
Ø Several are on the way…novel small molecules including (stapled)
peptides, therapeutic proteins and Abs
Ø Drug repositioning, clinical observations, computer sciences...
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Background:
Editorial Drug Discov Today. March-June 2020
Prevention of COVID-19 by drug repurposing: rationale from drugs prescribed for mental disorders
Bruno O Villoutreix, Philippe H Beaune, Ryad Tamouza, Rajagopal Krishnamoorthy, Marion Leboyer

Observations cliniques et premières analyses chémoinformatiques (avant l’été 2020):
L’unité COVID 19-PSY du Département Hospitalo-Universitaire de Psychiatrie des HU H Mondor (DMU IMPACT) a reçu
très peu de patients entre Mars et Juin 2020. La même observation a été faite plus largement en France et à l’étranger
• Pour expliquer cette observation
à hypothèse d’une protection de ces patients par les médicaments psychotropes?
• L’analyse des 18 médicaments les plus prescrits dans le DMU de Psychiatrie a montré la présence de certaines
grandes classes chimiques mais surtout d’une propriété physico-chimique commune plus globale (notion de CADs)
• Ces données initiales ont été analysées par du « data mining » dans des bases de médicaments internationales et des
approches chimio-informatiques
• Au printemps 2020, nous ne pouvions prendre en compte dans la bibliographie que des activité anti-virales vitro de
ces 18 molécules (et autres analogues proches) établies sur Ebola, Filovirus, SARS-CoV, MERS, HCV, HSV… mais pas
sur SARS-CoV2
75

Eighteen commonly prescribed psychotropic
drugs, but warning, many “cocktails”
(in- and out-patient treatment programs – Henri Mondor)
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a) Chemistry
Phenothiazine

Piperazine

tricyclic
dibenzodiazepine
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b) Then look beyond chemistry and chemical classes with various types of chemoinformatics approaches

Principal Component Analysis, or PCA, is a
dimensionality-reduction method that is often used
to reduce the dimensionality of large data sets, by
transforming a large set of variables into a smaller
one that still contains most of the information in
the large set…
The idea here would be to look at these 18
compounds in the context of about 12,000
approved and investigational drugs...
Location within the chemical space...
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c) Data mining, search databases with antiviral compounds,
search databases with already repositioned drugs…
search PubMed...

obtained via experimental drug repositioning in vitro and/or in
vivo (animal models) on different types of virus
Over 200 approved drugs are known with such activity in vitro
(it does not mean working in humans). The MOAs can be very
different
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d) Trying to understand the virus life cycle (simplified view), as some psychotropic drugs and anti-histamine agents
might prevent infection (?), the possible mechanisms could be during the virus entry step (?):

Upon binding ACE2 via its S protein,
SARS-CoV-2 gets internalized and
undergoes in-tracellular trafficking
within endosomes, which
eventually fuse with mature
lysosomes…
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Médicaments psychotropes et antihistaminiques

Trying to understand virus entry mechanisms and going beyond therapeutic chemical classes
(i.e., we know that some molecules with broad spectrum antiviral activities were initially developed for Psy
disorders, cancers…, cardiovascular diseases, infectious diseases…)
Can we find some properties present in all compounds regardless of their pharmacological effects?
Cationic amphiphilic drugs (CADs have
lipophilic moiety and a basic moiety) interact
with different cellular membranes and
accumulate in acidic intracellular
compartments such as late
endosomes/lysosomes, thus affecting cellular
pathways/structures required for the replication of several viruses

Compounds that accumulate in lysosomes are
called lysosomotropic agents, and their
accumulation within lysosomes is known as
lysosomotropism. Compounds with both a
lipophilic moiety and a basic moiety have a
propensity to cause lysosomotropism

Phospholipidosis is a lysosomal storage disorder characterized
by the excess accumulation of phospholipids in tissues. Certain
cases may be triggered by medications, this is called Druginduced phospholipidosis (PLD). Known experimentally or can
be predicted in silico (we used both). Many of these
compounds also have lipophilic moiety and a basic moiety
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CADs and lysosomotropic and PLD agents often have similar global properties or can be indeed have the same profile or be the
same compounds
60% des top 18 molécules prescrites sont des CAD
* Les « cationic amphiphilic drugs » représentent une large série de molécules caractérisées par:
- un noyau hydrophobe avec un ou plusieurs cycles aromatique
- une chaîne portant un (ou +) atome d’azote avec une (ou plusieurs) charges +

Ex: une sonde pharmacologique de type CAD
3,3-Diphenyl-N-dimethylpropylamine
Predicted Charge +1 (“major miscrospecies at
pH = 7”)
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Ø Lysosomotropism (lysosomotropisme)/CAD is a characteristic of many small molecules, always present in
addition to the intrinsic pharmacological effects
Ø Various well-known approved drugs such as amitriptyline (tricyclic antidepressant), chlorpromazine
(phenothiazine antipsychotic drug, block clathrin-mediated endocytosis), sertraline (antidepressant), and
imipramine (tricyclic antidepressant) share lysosomotropic characteristics
Ø Regardless of their pharmacological effects, they are weak bases, they are accumulating in endosomes,
lysosomes (the non-protonated? form can enter the cells) raising the lysosomal pH from 4.5–5 to 6–6.5, beyond
the optimum of most of the lysosomal enzymes, including cathepsin L (e.g., cathepsin L dependent viral entry
into host cells)…
Ø Some lysosomotropic compounds and CADs are also assumed to suppress the cytokine storm
Ø Many such compounds (e.g, hydroxycholoroquine) have been reported these last 10-20 years to act on
different viruses in vitro
Ø Compounds act also obviously on their intended targets and on off-targets… thus complex MOAs are at play
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In silico, how to define CAD molecules
Ø The notion of CADs and/or lysosomotropic active agents is not clearly defined but in general, the scientific
community considers that the cationic character of a molecule can be flagged by the (predicted) value of
its highest basic pKa while the amphiphilicity can be estimated by (computed) log P values

Ø Such compounds contain organic bases with basic pKa above 6 or 7 and are expected to carry one or
more positive charges at physiological pH (even more so in the acidic environment of the endosomallysosomal system) while the computed log P value of these molecules is in general above 3
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We revisit our 18 drugs
with the concept of CADs
~60-70% are CADs and/or PLD

via in silico clustering

via in silico clustering
via in silico clustering

via in silico clustering
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May 2020 to Dec 2020
Then, we investigated again these commonly prescribed molecules in: Psychotropic and Antihistaminic
Drugs in the Light of Experimental Anti-SARS-CoV-2 Activities using chemoinformatics approaches
Bruno Villoutreix, Rajagopal Krishnamoorthy, Ryad Tamouza, Marion Leboyer, Philippe Beaune
in press, Advances and Applications in Bioinformatics and Chemistry, 2021

Workflow
Ø Took about 10,000 compounds tested in vitro on Cov2 published by the NIH (nothing open in France!)
Ø The investigated assays measure the ability of a compound to reverse the cytopathic effect (CPE) induced by the
virus in African green monkey kidney Vero E6 cells
Ø The assay provides valuable basic information about the ability of a compound to restore the cells’ function but
does not provide indication about the possible mechanism of action(s). Other biochemical assays are available
Ø We also took into account the cytotoxic effect of these molecules (counterscreen assay) since the observed
effect may be mediated through cell viability and could lead to erroneous interpretation of the CPE results
Ø Keep essentially approved drugs and some other chemical probes, did several rounds of data curation… removed
some PAINS/ Promiscuous… compounds (e.g., Disulfiram)
à 161 molecules, different types of disease and chemical classes (ideas for drug repositioning)
86
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161 molécules « actives » in vitro sur SARS-CoV-2

Les grandes familles thérapeutiques
de ces 161 molécules
~65% sont CADs
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Cependant, certains psychotropes ont des d’effets secondaires déletères pour une administration prophylactique ou pour
un traitement initial sur une population générale, d’ou la question, pouvons nous étendre encore plus vers d’autres
antihistaminiques CADS? Avons nous d’autres éléments dans la logique de notre analyse ?

Other in Vitro studies reported by different research groups
The drug combinations were added either at the same time of pseudovirus infection or 6 h pre-infection (VSV-SARS-CoV2-Sdel18 (VSV pseudovirus carrying truncated spike protein of SARS-CoV- 2) pseudovirus model)
The combination of drugs decreases the concentration of each drug required to block virus infection, which may reduce
the side effects of drugs
The combination of Clomiphene (treat infertility in women), Vortioxetine (major depressive disorder) and Asenapine (an
atypical antipsychotic medication used to treat schizophrenia and acute mania associated with bipolar disorder) is much
more potent than used alone, with IC50 of 0.34 μM
Xiong et al., Frontiers in Pharmacology, Feb 2021

Clomiphene

Vortioxetine

Asenapine
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Other in vitro study
Interaction between antipsychotic drugs (with phenothiazine scaffolds) and ACE2 using SPR
Lu et al., Life Sci. 2021 Feb 1

eg, Trifluoperazine, a typical antipsychotic primarily used to treat schizophrenia

Promethazine is a first-generation antihistamine used to treat
allergies, difficulty sleeping, and nausea
89

• Somewhat “in Vivo”
L’étude de Reznikov et col. (BBRC Janvier 2021) explorant 219,000 dossier médicaux de patients, a montré que l’utilisation
pre-COVID d’antihistaminiques (quelques-uns sont aussi precrits en psychiatrie) est associée avec un réduction de
l’incidence des tests positifs au SARS Cov2 (par le sigma-1 recepteur et/ou ACE2??).

Azelastine

Hydroxyzine
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Les molécules qui répondent à nos observations cliniques initiales contiennent un nombre limité de fonctions chimiques
comme la phenothiazine, piperazine…et sont des “CADs”. Quelques exemples:

antihistamine

antihistamine

antihistamine
antihistamine

antihistamine
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Chemoinformatics analysis of these 161 molecules

calcium channel
blocker
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Check clinical
trials for the 161
compounds to get
additional
information
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But not so simple, of course, some molecules may act during virus entry but also in late stages of the infection
Fluvoxamine, a 40 year-old antidepressant (selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor (SSRI) class which is used primarily
for the treatment of obsessive–compulsive disorder (OCD))
Fluvoxamine vs Placebo and Clinical Deterioration in Outpatients With
Symptomatic COVID-19: A Randomized Clinical Trial
Double-blind, randomized, fully remote (contactless) clinical trial of
fluvoxamine vs placebo (152 patients)
Preliminary study of adult outpatients with symptomatic COVID-19,
patients treated with fluvoxamine, compared with placebo, had a lower
likelihood of clinical deterioration over 15 days.
CAD compound

However, the study is limited by a small sample size and short follow-up
duration, and determination of clinical efficacy would require larger
randomized trials with more definitive outcome measures
Fluvoxamine may prevent clinical deterioration by stimulating the σ-1
receptor, which regulates cytokine production, no activity on Vero6
cells
Lenze EJ et al., JAMA. 2020 Dec 8;324(22):2292-2300
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Ø Subsequent SARS-CoV-2 replication
takes place in an ER-derived
intermediate compartment of the ERGolgi
Ø Endoplasmic reticulum stress due to
SARS-CoV-2 replication may
contribute to inflammatory events
Ø The sigma-1 receptor in the ER plays a
key role in the replication of SARSCoV-2 in cells
Ø The sigma receptor is a subtype opioid
receptor, it is a single polypeptide
composed of 223 amino acids
Ø This receptor plays a role in the
pathophysiology of a number of
psychiatric and neurodegenerative
disorders

hypothesis

Ø The antipsychotic haloperidol drug
has very high affinity (IC50= 7.0 nM)
for this receptor…
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Conclusion

Voie de l’endocytose
CADs

SARS-CoV-2

CADs

X

TMPRSS2

Spike

Endosome

These CADs could act on
different mechanisms
Combination of 3 CADs
(clomiphene, vortioxetine and
asenapine) more potents than
used alone
Clinical trials needed!

réticulum
Endoplasmique

ACE2

X
X
Lysosome

CADs
Sigma
Recepteurs

Diminution des messagers
pro-inflammatoires
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